In cosmology, we would like to explain our observations and predict future observations from theories of the entire universe. Such cosmological theories 
Introduction
Cosmology is the study of the entire universe. Ideally in science, one would like the simplest possible theory from which one could logically deduce a complete description of the universe. Such theories must make implicit assumptions about the ontology of the universe, what are its existing entities and their nature. They may also make implicit assumptions about the ontology of the entire world (all that exists), particularly if other entities beyond the universe have relationships with the universe.
For example, I am a Christian who believes that the universe was created by an omnipotent, omniscient, omnibenevolent, personal God who exists outside it but who relates to it as His creation. Therefore, the ontology I assume for the world includes not only our universe but also God and other entities He may have created (such as new heavens and new earth for us after death). However, my assumption that God has created our universe as an entity essentially separate from Himself means that one can also look for a theory of the universe itself, without including its relationship to God, though there may be some aspects of such a theory that can only be explained by the assumption that the universe was created by God. (For example, even though a complete theory of our universe would necessarily imply the facts that there is life and consciousness within it, since such entities do exist within our universe, there may not be a good explanation of these aspects of the theory apart from the concept of creation by a personal God.)
Here I shall focus on theories of our universe as a separate entity, though near the end I shall speculate on some possible deeper explanations for why our universe is as it is.
I shall define a complete theory for a universe to be one that completely describes or specifies all properties of that universe. I shall assume that an observer who could observe all properties of a universe and who has unlimited reasoning power could deduce a unique complete theory for that universe. (Equivalent complete descriptions of the theory I regard as the same theory. Depending upon one's background knowledge and the effort needed to deduce consequences from logically equivalent assumptions, different equivalent complete descriptions may be assigned different levels of simplicity when one seeks the simplest complete description, but that involves subjective elements that I shall not get into here.)
Of course, we do not know for certain what is the unique complete theory of our universe. What we can know and how we can know it is the subject of epistemology.
Some of the complications of realistic epistemology arise from the limited reasoning powers of humans, such as the fact that we cannot deduce all the consequences of a set of axioms. (For example, the axioms of arithmetic and of complex numbers presumably imply whether the Riemann hypothesis is true or false, but so far humans have not been able to find a rigorous deduction of which is the case.) To avoid all the complications of limited reasoning power, for simplicity I shall just consider idealized cases in which observations are limited but reasoning powers are not.
Despite this idealization, we are also restricted by the fact that our observations are limited and do not show the entire universe. A limited observation does not imply a unique complete theory for a universe.
Therefore, beings like us with limited observations within the universe cannot hope to attain absolute certainty about a complete theory for the universe. The most we might hope for are posterior probabilities for different complete theories, probabilities taking into account our partial observations. But even the idealized observer cannot deduce the posterior probabilities of different theories fitting his or her partial observations without making subjective choices for the prior probabilities of these different theories.
Here I shall lump all of the information accessible to the idealized observer when he or she assigns posterior probabilities to different theories into a single observation O k , which includes memory elements of what in ordinary language one might consider to be many previous observations. The observation O k represents all that the idealized observer knows about the universe before coming up with various complete theories T i to explain this observation and to which the idealized observer wishes to assign posterior probabilities P (T i |O k ) for the theory T i that are conditional upon the observation O k .
A Bayesian Analysis for the Probabilities of Theories
Consider theories T i that for each possible observation O k give a probability for that observation, P (O k |T i ). This of course is generically not the same as the probability P (T i |O k ) of the theory given the observation, which is a goal of science to calculate.
If we assign (subjective) prior probabilities P (T i ) to the theories T i (presumably higher for simpler theories, by Occam's razor) and use an observation O k to test the theory, P (O k |T i ) is then the likelihood of the theory, and by Bayes' theorem we can calculate the posterior probability of the theory as
We would like to get this posterior probability as high as possible by choosing a simple theory (high prior probability P (T i )) that gives a good statistical fit to one's
Since a complete theory for a universe should completely specify all properties of that universe with certainty, one might think that it has no room for probabilities between 0 and 1, so that all likelihoods P (O k |T i ) would be 0 or 1. Then the posterior probabilities of these theories, given the observation O k , would just be proportional to the prior probabilities of the theories T i that give P (O k |T i ) = 1.
For observations to play a bigger role in science, we would like a way of getting a range of likelihoods, 0 < P (O k |T i ) < 1. If the theories can give normalizable measures for the observations, then the normalized measures can be interpreted to be likelihoods P (O k |T i ) that can vary between 0 and 1.
In a classical theory, the measures could be functionals of the phase-space trajectory, such as the times that the system spends in different regions of the phase space.
In a quantum theory, the measures could be certain functionals of the quantum state (maps from the quantum state to nonnegative numbers).
Another argument against likelihoods all zero or one is the following: If a specific theory T i leads to the definite existence of more than one observation O j , one might be tempted to say that P (O j |T i ) = 1 for all of these observations, giving unit likelihood for any theory T i predicting the definite existence of the particular actual observation O k used to test the theory. However, this procedure would mean that one could construct a theory of maximum (unit) likelihood, no matter what the observation turns out to be, just by having the theory predict that all possible observations definitely exist. But this seems to be too cheap, supposedly explaining everything but actually explaining nothing.
Therefore, I propose the normalization principle or metatheory that each theory T i should give normalized probabilities for the different possible observations O j that it predicts, so that for each T i , the sum of P (O j |T i ) over all O j is unity.
One could view theory construction as a contest, in which theorists are given only unit probabilistic resources to divide at will for each theory, and then others judge the theories by assigning prior probabilities to the theories based on their simplicity.
Normalizing the products of these prior probabilities and of the probabilities the theories assign to the observation used to test the theory then gives the posterior probabilities of the theories.
For this to be a fair contest, each theory should be allowed a unit probability to distribute among all the observations predicted by the theory. Of course, if the theorists cheat and give unnormalized probabilities in their theories (such as assigning probabilities near one for more than one observation in the same theory), the judges can compensate for that by assigning correspondingly lower prior probabilities to such theories. However, it would give a more clear division between prior probabilities and likelihoods if theorists obeyed the proposed rules and normalized the observational probabilities for each theory so that they sum to one.
Trade-Off Between Prior Probabilities and Likelihoods
In a Bayesian analysis, we have (1) prior probabilities P (T i ) for theories (intrinsic
of the theories for a fixed observation), and (3) posterior probabilities P (
Prior probabilities are subjective, usually higher for simpler theories. The highest prior probability might be for the theory T 1 that nothing concrete (contingent) exists, but then P (O k |T 1 ) = 0. T 2 might be the theory that all observations exist equally:
At the other extreme would be a maximal-likelihood theory giving P (O k |T i ) = 1 for one's observation O k (and zero probability for all other observations), but this seems to require a very complex theory T i that might be assigned an extremely tiny prior probability P (T i ), hence giving a very low posterior P (T i |O k ).
Thus there is a trade off between prior probabilities and likelihoods, that is, between intrinsic plausibility and fit to observations.
The Measure Problem of Cosmology
The measure problem of cosmology (see, e.g., [1, 2, 3, 4] ) is how to obtain probabilities of observations from the quantum state of the universe. This is particularly a problem when eternal inflation leads to a universe of unbounded size so that there are apparently infinitely many realizations or occurrences of observations of each of many different kinds or types, making the ratios ambiguous. There is also the danger of domination by Boltzmann Brains, observers produced by thermal and/or vacuum fluctuations [5, 6, 7, 8] .
The measure problem is related to the measurement problem of quantum theory, how to relate quantum reality to our observations that appear to be much more
classical. An approach I shall take is to assume that observations are fundamentally conscious perceptions or sentient experiences (each perception being all that one is consciously aware of at once).
I shall take an Everettian view that the wavefunction never collapses, so in the Heisenberg picture, there is one single fixed quantum state for the universe (which could be a 'multiverse'). I assume that instead of 'many worlds,' there are instead many different actually existing observations (sentient experiences) O k , but that they have different positive measures, µ k = µ(O k ), which are in some sense how much the various observations occur, but they are not determined by just the contents of the observations.
For simplicity, I shall assume that there is a countable discrete set {O k } of observations, and that the total measure k µ k is normalized to unity for each possible complete theory T i that gives the normalized measures µ k for all possible observations O k . Then for a Bayesian analysis, I shall interpret the normalized measures µ k of the observation O k that each theory T i gives as the probability of that observation given the theory, P (O k |T i ), which for one's observation O k is the 'likelihood' of the theory T i .
Sensible Quantum Mechanics or Mindless Sensationalism
The map from the quantum state to the measures of observations could be nonlinear.
However 
Here σ is the quantum state of the universe (a positive linear functional of quantum operators), and A(O k ) is a nonnegative 'awareness operator' corresponding to the observation or sentient experience (conscious perception) O k . The quantum state σ (which could be a pure state, a mixed state given by a density matrix, or a C*-algebra state) and the awareness operators {A(O k )} (along with the linear relationship above and a description of the contents of each O k ) are all given by the theory T i .
The Death of the Born Rule
Traditional quantum theory uses the Born rule with the probability of the observation O k being the expectation value of A(O k ) = P k that is a projection operator (P j P k = δ jk P k , no sum over k) corresponding to the observation O k , so
Born's rule works when one knows where the observer is within the quantum state (e.g., in the quantum state of a single laboratory rather than of the universe), so that one has definite orthonormal projection operators. However, Born's rule does not work in a universe large enough that there may be identical copies of the observer at different locations, since then the observer does not know uniquely the location or what the projection operators are [16, 17, 18, 19] . In more detail, consider normalized pure quantum states of the form For Born's rule to give the possibility of both observational probabilities' being nonzero in the two-dimensional quantum state space being considered, the orthonormal projection operators must each be of rank one, of the form
where |ψ 1 and |ψ 2 are two orthonormal pure states.
Once the state-independent projection operators are fixed, then if the quantum state is |ψ = |ψ 1 , the expectation values of the two projection operators are P 1 ≡ ψ|P 1 |ψ = ψ 1 |ψ 1 ψ 1 |ψ 1 = 1 and P 2 ≡ ψ|P 2 |ψ = ψ 1 |ψ 2 ψ 2 |ψ 1 = 0. These extreme values of 1 and 0 are not positively weighted means of P 
However, the awareness operators could be weighted sums or integrals over spacetime of localized projection operators P i (O k , x) at locations denoted schematically by x, say onto brain states there that would produce the observations or sentient experiences.
The Boltzmann Brain Problem
In local quantum field theory with a definite globally hyperbolic spacetime, any positive localized operator (such as a localized projection operator) will have a strictly positive expectation value in any nonpathological quantum state. Therefore, if such a positive localized operator is integrated with uniform weight over a spacetime with infinite 4-volume, it will give an awareness operator with an infinite expectation value.
If one takes the integral only up to some finite cutoff time t c and normalizes the resulting awareness operators, then for a universe that continues forever with a 3-volume bounded below by a positive value, the integrals will be dominated 
Volume Weighting versus Volume Averaging
The approach that gives 'awareness operators' as uniform integrals over spacetime of localized projection operators (or equivalently counts all observation occurrences equally, not matter when and where they occur in a spacetime) gives an especially severe Boltzmann brain problem in spacetimes with a positive cosmological constant (as ours seems to have) with the spatial hypersurfaces having 3-volumes that asymptotically grow exponentially, as in the k = 1 slicing of the de Sitter spacetime. In 2008 I proposed the alternative of Volume Averaging [20, 21] , which gives a contribution to the measure for an observation from a hypersurface that is proportional to the spatial density of the occurrences of the observation on the hypersurface.
This rewards the spatial frequency of observation occurrences rather than the total number that would diverge in eternal inflation as the hypersurface volume is taken to infinity.
Volume Averaging ameliorates the Boltzmann brain problem by not giving more weight to individual spatial hypersurfaces at very late times when Boltzmann brains might be expected to dominate. However, when one integrates over a sequence of hypersurface with a measure uniform in the element of proper time dt, one gets a divergence if the time t goes to infinity. One needs some suppression at late times to avoid this divergence.
In 2010 I proposed Agnesi Weighting [22] , replacing dt by dt/(1 + t 2 ) where t is measured in Planck units. This year I have also proposed new measures depending on the Spacetime Average Density (SAD) of observation occurrences within a proper time t from a big bang or bounce [4] . When these measures are combined with
Volume Averaging and a suitable quantum state such as my Symmetric-Bounce one [23] , they appear to be statistically consistent with all observations and seem to
give much higher likelihoods than current measures using the extreme view that the measure is just given by the quantum state.
9 Is There a Better Principle than Mathematical Simplicity?
Mathematical simplicity seems to be a reasonably good guide in science for choosing prior probabilities. However, once observations are taken into account with the likelihoods, the highest posterior probabilities do not seem to go to the mathematically absolutely simplest theories (such as the theory that nothing concrete exists, which has zero likelihood given the fact that we observe something concrete, something not logically necessary).
Is there another principle that works better for predicting or explaining the properties of the actual world?
A conjectured principle for explaining the properties of the world is the following
The actual world is the best possible world.
By the best possible world, I mean the one with maximum goodness. I take the goodness that is maximized to be the pleasantness (measure of pleasure) of conscious or sentient experiences, which is what I am calling their intrinsic goodness.
Conscious experiences of pleasure (happiness, joy, contentment, satisfaction, etc.)
would have positive goodness. Conscious experiences of displeasure (unhappiness, pain, agony, discontentment, dissatisfaction, etc.) would have negative goodness.
Our universe seems to have enormous positive goodness, but it also seems to have enormous negative goodness. Our universe also seems to have a very high degree of mathematical elegance and beauty. Humans can partially appreciate this, so that helps increase goodness. But it would seem that intrinsic goodness consciously experienced by humans would be higher if disasters, disease, and cruelty were eliminated, even at the cost of less mathematical elegance and beauty for the laws of physics.
The Optimal Argument for the Existence of God
If the mathematical elegance of the universe were appreciated by a sentient Being Thus the assumption that the world has maximum goodness might suggest the conclusion of the existence of God:
Without God, it would seem that the goodness of the universe could be increased by violations of the laws of physics whenever such violations would lead to more pleasure within the universe. However, with God, such violations might decrease God's pleasure so much that total goodness would be decreased. Perhaps the actual world does maximize total goodness, despite suffering that is a consequence of elegant laws. Assumptions:
1. The world is described by the simple hypothesis that it is the best, maximizing the pleasure within it.
2. It is most plausible that either (a) our universe exists in isolation, or (b) our universe is created by God whose pleasure is affected by the universe and who has a nature determining what gives Him pleasure.
3. Our universe could have had more pleasure.
4. If God exists, it is possible that the total pleasure of the world (including both that within our universe and within God) is maximized subject to the constraint of His nature.
Conclusions:
5. If our universe exists in isolation, 3 implies that it could have had more pleasure and hence the world could have been better, contradicting 1.
6. Therefore, 1 and 3 imply that option (a) of 2 is false.
7. Then 2 and 4 implies that it is most plausible that God exists and created our universe.
Of course, the assumptions of this argument are highly speculative, so it certainly does not give a proof of the existence of God from universally accepted axioms. It is merely suggestive, hopefully motivating further investigations of other evidence, such as of historical records about the founders and key events in the development of the world religions.
Assumption 1 is motivated by Occam's razor but is modified slightly from the typical scientific form that one seeks theories that have the simplest mathematical formulation. That form seems to work well when one constrains theories by observations, but it does not seem to give a fundamental explanation as to why our universe appears to be described by relatively simple mathematics but not the simplest possible mathematics. In making the assumption of the best world, I assume that goodness is fundamentally given by the measure of pleasure (the pleasantness) of conscious experiences (with displeasure counting negatively). Once one makes these assumptions (and perhaps others that are implicit in my argument), then it does seem to me that the plausible existence of God as the Creator of our universe follows. Of course, the existence of God does not depend on these assumptions; God could exist even if one or more of these assumptions are false, just as I personally believe in His existence while being highly sceptical of one or more of the assumptions of nearly all of the classical arguments for the existence of God. But I do think that the Optimal Argument for the Existence of God gives a somewhat new slant on why it might be plausible to believe in God.
Furthermore, although one can do a Bayesian analysis for theories of our universe itself without reference to God, postulating the existence of God might help explain certain features of our best theories of our universe, such as why they are enormously more simple than they might have been but yet do not seem nearly so simple as what is purely logically possible.
I propose that in a Bayesian analysis in which the probability of a particular observation is used as the likelihood of the theory, the sum of the probabilities of all observations should be unity.
It seems plausible that one can find cosmological theories that avoid Boltzmann brain domination and explain the high order of our observations, though the measure problem is not yet solved.
The best theories do not seem to be the absolute simplest, so presumably something other than simplicity is maximized, such as goodness. The best explanation for the actual world may be that it is the best possible world. This assumption, with suitable assumptions about God's nature, such as love of mathematical elegance and of sentient beings, leads to the Optimal Argument for the Existence of God:
The world may maximize goodness only by including a God whose appreciation of the elegant universe and sentient beings He created overbalances the sufferings within the universe.
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